Meeting Minutes: February 17th, 2022

CIRA Commons

- Some ADA questions, questions about NOAA + CSU relationship, questions about how long this project is taking + how over budget it is
  - All seems good, just not happy about how expensive it is and how delayed it is. Also students are concerned about how the 2nd floor is not already ADA accessible for folks. (they have a lift but not an elevator)

Soil and Crop Sciences Grad Office Renovation

- Concerns about usage of offices but huge growth within SOCR so we expect the spaces will be used within the next few years
- No other big concerns
CBE Update in Glover

- Cool project conservation-wise and huge long term benefits for undergrad CBE students.
- We liked this project a lot due to conservation component and it is not too expensive
- Mobility of equipment? New equipment is mobile and can be flexibly used elsewhere, not just Glover. Really good addition.

Votes of Legitimacy and Conversation:
All three pass votes of legitimacy.

Later Conversation:
Marching Band funding:
- athletics put skin in the game? external donors?
- UFFAB would be willing provide about 200k to this project